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If you were first exposed to The Microscopic Septet via 
NPR’s Fresh Air with Terry Gross radio theme song, you 
may have been equally struck by the commercial 
potential of so-called serious music. On Manhattan 
Moonrise, the group’s seventh recording in their 35-year 
career, third since a 2008 relaunch after an eight-year 
hiatus, this same ability to deliver deep-content art 
music with a strong sense of humor and swing has not 
abated. Composers and co-leaders soprano saxophonist 
Phillip Johnston and pianist Joel Forrester unearthed 
previously unrecorded charts like “Hang It on a Line” 
and “No Time”, as well as freshly penned or rearranged 
material like “Occupy Your Life” and “Obeying the 
Chemicals”. Retaining five of the original crew, 
including baritone saxophonist David Sewelson, 
bassist David Hofstra, drummer Richard Dworkin, 
along with two other well-seasoned members, alto 
saxophonist Don Davis and tenor saxophonist Mike 
Hashim, the group plays with the familiarity and 
familiality once common to the heavily-touring big 
bands of the Swing Era. Indeed, it is amazing how this 
four-saxophone section compiled of markedly 
idiosyncratic soloists can blend together so seamlessly. 
Drawing on various roots styles, the program veers 
from the bouncy minor swing of “When You Get in 
Over Your Head”, cowboy lope of the title track, hard-
funking “Obeying the Chemicals” and “Hang It On a 
Line” and gospel-inflected “Star Turn” to the cool-
school “You Got That Right”. But the album is more 
than a retrospective of jazzified Americana: it is a 
revitalization of these roots in the spirit of discovery. 
 Last month, the Micros hosted a two-set record 
release party at Smalls during which they played every 
chart on the CD, plus four arrangements of Thelonious 
Monk tunes (“We See”, “Pannonica”, “Brilliant 
Corners” and “Off Minor”) from their previous album 
Friday the 13th. Live, the group is even zanier and more 
rambunctious than their records might suggest, 
sparked by acting emcee Johnston’s waggish repartee, 
Forrester ’s outlandish comping and a friendly rivalry 
among the horn players to impress each other with 
outrageous musical behavior. Johnston and Forrester 
made lively dialogue on “A Snapshot of the Soul”, 
everyone seemed inspired, but Davis seemed to be 
having a particularly great night, soloing with aplomb 
on “Star Turn” and “Let’s Coolerate One”, which also 
featured a fine turn by Sewelson.

For more information, visit cuneiformrecords.com

Jaki Byard, pianist in bands as diverse as those of 
Charles Mingus (1960-65) and Maynard Ferguson 

(1959-62), became a Boston legend for his work 
teaching at New England Conservatory (NEC). Yard 
Byard, active participants in New York’s jazz scene, 
were steeped in Byard’s neo-Conservatorial glow: 
flutist Jamie Baum, guitarist Jerome Harris and 
drummer George Schuller studied and/or worked 
with Byard at NEC and schoolmate/multi-reed player 
Adam Kolker worked with Byard-anointed pianist 
Fred Hersch. They playfully gloss through Byard’s 
neglected pantheon of pieces, teasing out elements of 
dry humor, free-wheeling eclecticism and startling 
lines. These congenial, intimate settings encompass the 
Byard model of combining good-natured wrangling 
with meticulous craftsmanship—the add-a-bar jostle 
of “Twelve”, the jabbing staggered entries of 
“Dolphy”—all accomplished with élan and fresh 
voicings in a cozy chamber ambiance.
 In genial waltzes to Byard’s daughter “Toni”, wife 
Louise (“Gaeta”) and mom (“Garr”), Yard Byard 
reaches for the composer’s romantic expansiveness 
without sentimentality, eliciting rich solos for flute, 
bass clarinet and Ugonna Okegwo’s bass. Strong 
statements from tenor saxophone and drums, on the 
title track and passim, remind us that it’s a team effort: 
as Byard once remarked prefacing a Blindfold Test, 
“Heck! We’re all stars!” Baum pens charts capturing 
Jaki-esque dazzle (“St. Marks Place Among the 
Sewers”) and Kolker double-takes classics, going sassy 
Latin on “Aluminum Baby” (spotlighting first the bass, 
then insinuating alto flute) and nailing a hot clarinet 
spot on “Strolling Along” before inserting a stop-time 
showstopper. Yard Byard explores sensuous currents 
of counterpoint and fugal teapot-tempests that would 
have set Byard’s eyes a-bug and hair-tufts aflutter.

For more information, visit gmrecordings.com 
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AZAR LAWRENCE
THE SEEKER

Featuring
NICHOLAS PAYTON trumpet

BENITO GONZALEZ piano

ESSIET OKON ESSIET bass

JEFF “TAIN” WATTS drums

SSC 1392 / in stores July 8

Azar Lawrence stands apart from his peers with
his searing, passionate saxophone sound and
brilliant compositional style. His new live
recording, THE SEEKER, will stand as an impor-
tant milestone in the ever-fascinating musical
journey that Lawrence has taken to create heal-
ing music for the world.

iTunes.com/AzarLawrence
iTunes.com/DennyZeitlin
sunnysiderecords.com

DENNY ZEITLIN
STAIRWAY TO THE STARS

Featuring
BUSTER WILLIAMS bass

MATT WILSON drums

SSC 1380 / in stores July 8

STAIRWAY TO THE STARS is a fantastic exam-
ple of the melding of three talented individuals
into an astoundingly effective ensemble. Denny
Zeitlin, Buster Williams and Matt Wilson com-
pose a true musical powerhouse, though their
music presents its strength with subtlety and
taste rather than bombast.

http://www.nycjazzrecord.com
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